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CASINO DINING OPTIONS 
  
As Cleveland’s first casino, it was important to developers to pair full-service gaming with some of the City’s favorite 
tastes. The result is a food court featuring three of the area’s favorite eateries, as well as a 400-seat buffet restaurant 
(lower level) with menus centered on locally grown and produced ingredients.  All restaurants are open to the public,  
and welcome Cleveland residents, workers, shoppers and casino guests alike who are at least 21 years of age.    
 

Located on the 3rd level of the casino, the Food Court offers a variety of casual and 

quality fare in a quick-serve setting.  Hours: Sunday – Thursday, 11 a.m. to Midnight; 

Friday & Saturday, 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.  Prices vary. 

 

 
 

Rosie & Rocco’s is a new restaurant concept by Cleveland-native chef Rocco Whalen, 

which was inspired by his family’s Italian roots.  Named in honor of his mother, Whalen 

will continue to demonstrate his skill for pairing traditional foods with modern 

creativity.  Pizzas, a meatball bar, selections of antipasti, and hand-made pasta dishes 

will be featured highlighting traditional Italian preparations utilizing local, fresh 

ingredients.  

 
 

 

This Northeast Ohio landmark is best known for its “overstuffed” corned beef 

sandwiches, matzo ball soup, crisp salads, and jumbo pickles.  Family-owned and 

operated for more than 55 years, Corky & Lenny’s deli marks its first downtown 

location inside Horseshoe Cleveland. 

 

 

This is the fifth location of Iron Chef Michael Symon’s B Spot Midwestern burger 

restaurant to share his passion for burgers, bratwurst and bologna.  Symon, a native 

Clevelander will provide a hybrid menu featuring a selection of award-winning burgers 

with outrageous toppings.   

  

Located on the lower level of the casino, the casino buffet introduces Cleveland to fine 
dining attributes at affordable prices. Hours: 
Monday – Saturday                   Breakfast 7 – 10 a.m.  
                                                      Lunch 11 a.m. – 2 p.m.                                           
Daily                                             Dinner 4:30 – 10 p.m. 
Sunday Brunch                           8 a.m. – 2 p.m.                           
 

 

With 400 seats, The Spread buffet sprawls 12,000 sq. ft. and offers seven specialty 

stations: salad, Italian, American, Asian, multi-ethnic, carving & rotisserie and dessert. 

Created by a team of accomplished chefs with Northeast Ohio roots, the dishes expose 

diners to an array of both local and global cuisines in a casual, yet stylish self-serve 

environment.  The Horseshoe culinary team is led by Cleveland-native Chef Steven 

Varga, who serves as executive chef. 

 


